8 Little Planets
by Chris Ferrie, illustrated by Lizzy Doule
Sourcebooks • On Sale: Oct 1/18 • 8 x 8 • 18 pages
9781492671244 • $15.50 • board book • Juvenile Fiction / Science & Tech

An exciting introduction to the solar system from Chris Ferrie, #1 science book writer for children, and creator of the Baby University series.

8 little planets with the Sun at the center,
each one wishing it were a little bit better...

Old slow Neptune felt it was behind.
165 years (...)

The Complete Cookbook for Young Chefs
by America’s Test Kitchen Kids
Sourcebooks • On Sale: Oct 1/18 • 7 x 9 • 208 pages
9781492670025 • $27.99 • cl • Juvenile Nonfiction / Cooking

For the first time ever, America’s Test Kitchen is bringing their cooking expertise and testing to the children’s market - with THE must-have cookbook for every kid chef!

Using kid-tested and approved recipes, America’s Test Kitchen has created THE cookbook every kid chef needs on their shelf. Whether you’re cooking for yourself, your friends, or your family, The Complete Cookbook for Young Chefs has delicious recipes that will wow!
Chapters include how-to information, breakfasts, snacks, main dishes, food (...)

1, 2, 3 the Farm and Me
by America’s Test Kitchen Kids and Maddie Frost
Sourcebooks • On Sale: Oct 1/18 • 7 x 8 • 24 pages
9781492670049 • $13.99 • board book • Juvenile Nonfiction / Cooking

The perfect book for your little future foodie straight from the experts at America’s Test Kitchen!

What does a farm look like? What ingredients make up the food you eat? How does the food you eat get to your table? In this innovative book, readers will have fun counting along as they go from the farm, to the store, to their kitchen, to their table to share a dinner.
Additional food-based facts will allow caring adults and toddlers to (...)

A Is for Artichoke
A Foodie Alphabet from Artichoke to Zest
by America’s Test Kitchen Kids and Maddie Frost
Sourcebooks • On Sale: Oct 1/18 • 7 x 8 • 26 pages
9781492670032 • $13.99 • board book • Juvenile Nonfiction / Cooking

The perfect book for your little future foodie - straight from the experts at America's Test Kitchen!

A is for Artichoke features words and definitions that are sure to delight babies and foodies alike. From artichoke to ganache and from ice cream to sauerkraut, this is the perfect exploration of what's happening in the kitchen and the science surrounding it.

Known for their food expertise and passion for perfection, America's Test (...
P Is for Pterodactyl
The Worst Alphabet Book Ever
by Raj Haldar and Chris Carpenter, illustrated by Maria Beddia
Sourcebooks • On Sale: Nov 6/18 • 11 x 8.5 • 32 pages
9781492674313 • $24.99 • cl • Juvenile Nonfiction / Concepts / Alphabet

The English language is one of the most difficult and confusing languages to learn. For ESL students, children in particular, silent letters and absurd homophones can be incredibly frustrating.

This humorous look at the English language turns the idea of an alphabet book on its head, offering a fun look at the intricacies of our notoriously tricky language.

Entries like ( )
P is for Paris
by Paul Thurlby
Sourcebooks • On Sale: Oct 1/18 • 9.50 x 11.50 • 64 pages
9781492668152 • $27.99 • cl • Juvenile Nonfiction / Lifestyles / City Life • Paul Thurlby ABC City Books

See the sights of Paris as never before! Award-winning illustrator Paul Thurlby takes us from A for Arc de Triomphe to the Eiffel Tower, Notre Dame, the Louvre, and some lesser known gems of Paris. Paired with snippets of useful information about each landmark, each page’s bold, eye-catching imagery is a visual treat for both kids and adults. Bursting with the sights, sounds, and energy of this unique and stunning city, this is a one-of-a-kind book for Paris lovers of all ages (...)

Twinkle Twinkle Little Star, I Know Exactly What You Are
I Know Exactly What You Are
by Julia Kregenow
Sourcebooks • On Sale: Sep 1/18 • 10 x 8 • 48 pages
9781492670063 • $24.99 • cl • Juvenile Nonfiction / Science & Tech / Astronomy

Teach children about the real science behind the stars using one of the most iconic and recognized childhood classics, "Twinkle, Twinkle, Little Star"

Twinkle, Twinkle, Little Star
I know exactly what you are.
Opaque ball of hot dense gas,
million times our planet's mass,
looking (...)

The Best of Marianne Richmond Box Set
by Marianne Richmond
Sourcebooks • On Sale: Sep 1/18
9781492675136 • $16.99 • pb • Juvenile Fiction / General • Marianne Richmond

With nearly 3 million books sold, Marianne Richmond is a classic author that every child deserves to have in their library! This box set will include five of Marianne's most popular titles:

IF I COULD KEEP YOU LITTLE
BE BRAVE LITTLE ONE
I LOVE YOU SO
I BELIEVE IN YOU
YOU ARE MY HEART (...)
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I Love You So
by Marianne Richmond
Sourcebooks • On Sale: Sep 1/18 • 7 x 7 • 28 pages
9781492675112 • $12.99 • board book • Juvenile Fiction / Family / Parents • Marianne Richmond

I love you."
"How much?"
"SO much."
"How much is so?"
"Way, Way more than you know."

I Love You So... puts into words the often indescribable quality of boundless, steady and unconditional love.

If I Could Keep You Little
by Marianne Richmond
Sourcebooks • On Sale: Sep 1/18 • 7 x 7 • 28 pages
9781492675105 • $12.99 • board book • Juvenile Fiction / Family / Parents • Marianne Richmond

IF I COULD KEEP YOU LITTLE exemplifies Marianne's real insights into the human spirit and her beautiful illustrations that will touch children and adults and that are sure to be cherished for generations to come. Taking the reader on a journey of memory and expectation, IF I COULD KEEP YOU LITTLE showcases the fleeting little moments that reveal how a child changes and grows.

If I could keep you little,
I'd decide on matching clothes.

You Are My Kiss Good Night
by Marianne Richmond
Sourcebooks • On Sale: Sep 1/18 • 7 x 7 • 28 pages
9781492675129 • $12.99 • board book • Juvenile Fiction / Family / Parents • Marianne Richmond

You are my cozy
when we snuggle up tight
trading kisses and wishes
before our good night (…)

You Are My Merry
by Marianne Richmond
Sourcebooks • On Sale: Sep 1/18 • 7 x 7 • 28 pages
9781492675143 • $12.99 • board book • Juvenile Fiction / Holidays & Festivals / Christmas

I already know
What you are to me
My best gift of all
Is not under the tree

You are my giggle
When we play (…)
Star in the Jar
by Sam Hay, illustrated by Sarah Massini
Sourcebooks • On Sale: Sep 1/18 • 9.50 x 10.50 • 32 pages
9781492662204 • $24.99 • cl • Juvenile Fiction / Social / Friendship

What would you do with a fallen star?

When a little boy stumbles across a lost star, he decides to take care of it, putting it in a jar and carrying it with him everywhere. But when the sky calls out for its missing star, can the little boy and his sister figure out a way to return the star to its friends in the sky even if it means (…)

One Snowy Day
by Diana Murray, illustrated by Diana Toledano
Sourcebooks • On Sale: Oct 1/18 • 9.88 x 9.63 • 32 pages
9781492645863 • $24.99 • cl • Juvenile Fiction / Concepts / Counting

A charming counting picture book full of snowday fun, from a beloved, award winning author!

When millions of snowflakes blanket the town in white, ONE energetic puppy and TWO children set out for some snowy day fun-full of friends, sledding, snowballs, puppy hijinks, and more. The lyrical, rhyming text counts up to ten and back down to one, making this the perfect way to incorporate learning into snow day fun (…)

How to Catch a Turkey
by Adam Wallace, illustrated by Andy Elkerton
Sourcebooks • On Sale: Sep 1/18 • 8 x 8 • 32 pages
9781492664352 • $15.50 • cl • Juvenile Fiction / Holidays & Festivals / Thanksgiving • How to Catch

From the New York Times and USA Today bestselling How to Catch series comes a festive turkey tale!

Thanksgiving time is here again, but there’s a turkey on the run!
Can you catch this tricky bird before the school play has begun (…)

Love
From Sesame Street
by Sesame Workshop
Sourcebooks • On Sale: Dec 1/18 • 9.5 x 8 • 32 pages
9781492677499 • $17.99 • cl • Juvenile Fiction / Holidays & Festivals / Valentine’S Day • Sesame Street Scribbles

Love is infinite. Love is giggles. Love is cookies.

Explore all the definitions of love with your friends from Sesame Street! In this illustrated picture book, children will delight in seeing their favorite characters share what love means to them. This warm and uplifting story will show children to look for love in new ways in their everyday lives-and will brighten their day (…)

Sourcebooks Fall 2018
I Love You Just Like This!
by Sesame Workshop
Sourcebooks • On Sale: Oct 1/18 • 10.5 x 9.25 • 28 pages
9781492675389 • $17.99 • board book • Juvenile Fiction / Concepts / General • My First Big Storybook

A revolutionary series that combines Sesame Street with a new guided-reading approach to children's books

In this heartwarming story, Elmo's mommy wants to tell Elmo "I love you" in as many ways as she can. Join Elmo and his Sesame Street friends as they learn about and express love in ways that will appeal to any child.

You don't need to be an avid reader, a performer or an (...)

'Twas the Night Before Christmas on Sesame Street
by Sesame Workshop
Sourcebooks • On Sale: Oct 1/18 • 10.5 x 9.25 • 28 pages
9781492671404 • $17.99 • board book • Juvenile Fiction / Holidays & Festivals / Christmas • My First Big Storybook

The first in a revolutionary new series that combines Sesame Street with a new guided-reading approach to children's books

It's the night before Christmas, and Cookie Monster is dozing peacefully, until a miniature sleigh and eight tiny reindeer land on Sesame Street. Cookie Monster is delighted to have a visit from Santa, but there's just one problem: he's already eaten all of Santa's cookies! Luckily, Elmo and the rest of the Sesame Street friends are there to help.

'Twas the Night Before Christmas on Sesame Street
by Sesame Workshop
Sourcebooks • On Sale: Oct 1/18 • 8 x 8 • 32 pages
9781492675396 • $15.50 • cl • Juvenile Fiction / Holidays & Festivals / Christmas • Sesame Street Scribbles

It's the night before Christmas, and Cookie Monster is dozing peacefully, until a miniature sleigh and eight tiny reindeer land on Sesame Street. Cookie Monster is delighted to have a visit from Santa, but there's just one problem: he's already eaten all of Santa's cookies! Luckily, Elmo and the rest of the Sesame Street friends are ready to help (...

How to Build an Elf Trap
by Larissa Juliano
Sourcebooks • On Sale: Oct 1/18 • 8 x 8 • 96 pages
9781492663904 • $13.99 • pb • Juvenile Nonfiction / Holidays & Festivals / Christmas

Can you be the first to catch an elf?

Catching elves is no easy task-you need more than candy canes and ribbons! You'll need the perfect trap with precise calculations and proper engineering- and How to Build an Elf Trap can help!

What's inside?
- 12 traps with step-by-step instructions sure to lure in your elf
- STEAM Connections (...)
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This just in-breaking news from the North Pole!

Santa Claus can't deliver presents on Christmas Eve and he needs backup. But not just anybody can help him—he needs the Holiday Heroes!

This Christmas, it's up to the Easter Bunny, the Tooth Fairy, a Witch and a Leprechaun to fill in for Santa and save Christmas.

Can the Holiday...
I Saw Santa in Edmonton
by JD Green, illustrated by Nadja Sarell and Srimalie Bassani
Sourcebooks • On Sale: Oct 1/18 • 8.50 x 10.75 • 32 pages
9781492668428 • $17.99 • cl • Juvenile Fiction / Holidays & Festivals / Christmas • I Saw Santa

It's summertime and Santa is on vacation, exploring all that your hometown has to offer! Despite his intention to go unnoticed, Santa is hiding in plain sight amongst your favorite landmarks - and the local children have started to notice! Find out what happens when more and more children start to spot Santa!

This Christmas regional series combines a fun and festive story with search-and-find artwork that will have children looking for Santa amongst their state's most iconic sights (…)

I Saw Santa in Newfoundland
by JD Green, illustrated by Nadja Sarell and Srimalie Bassani
Sourcebooks • On Sale: Oct 1/18 • 8.50 x 10.75 • 32 pages
9781492668664 • $17.99 • cl • Juvenile Fiction / Holidays & Festivals / Christmas • I Saw Santa

It's summertime and Santa is on vacation, exploring all that your hometown has to offer! Despite his intention to go unnoticed, Santa is hiding in plain sight amongst your favorite landmarks - and the local children have started to notice! Find out what happens when more and more children start to spot Santa!

This Christmas regional series combines a fun and festive story with search-and-find artwork that will have children looking for Santa amongst their state's most iconic sights (…)

I Saw Santa in Nova Scotia
by JD Green, illustrated by Nadja Sarell and Srimalie Bassani
Sourcebooks • On Sale: Oct 1/18 • 8.50 x 10.75 • 32 pages
9781492668756 • $17.99 • cl • Juvenile Fiction / Holidays & Festivals / Christmas • I Saw Santa

It's summertime and Santa is on vacation, exploring all that your hometown has to offer! Despite his intention to go unnoticed, Santa is hiding in plain sight amongst your favorite landmarks - and the local children have started to notice! Find out what happens when more and more children start to spot Santa!

This Christmas regional series combines a fun and festive story with search-and-find artwork that will have children looking for Santa amongst their state's most iconic sights (…)

I Saw Santa in Ottawa
by JD Green, illustrated by Nadja Sarell and Srimalie Bassani
Sourcebooks • On Sale: Oct 1/18 • 8.50 x 10.75 • 32 pages
9781492668794 • $17.99 • cl • Juvenile Fiction / Holidays & Festivals / Christmas • I Saw Santa

It's summertime and Santa is on vacation, exploring all that your hometown has to offer! Despite his intention to go unnoticed, Santa is hiding in plain sight amongst your favorite landmarks - and the local children have started to notice! Find out what happens when more and more children start to spot Santa!

This Christmas regional series combines a fun and festive story with search-and-find artwork that will have children looking for Santa amongst their state's most iconic sights (…)

Sourcebooks Fall 2018
**I Saw Santa in Toronto**
by JD Green, illustrated by Nadja Sarell and Srimalie Bassani

Sourcebooks • On Sale: Oct 1/18 • 8.50 x 10.75 • 32 pages
9781492668909 • $17.99 • cl • Juvenile Fiction / Holidays & Festivals / Christmas • I Saw Santa

It's summertime and Santa is on vacation, exploring all that your hometown has to offer! Despite his intention to go unnoticed, Santa is hiding in plain sight amongst your favorite landmarks - and the local children have started to notice! Find out what happens when more and more children start to spot Santa!

This Christmas regional series combines a fun and festive story with search-and-find artwork that will have children looking for Santa amongst their state's most iconic sights (...)

**I Saw Santa in Vancouver**
by JD Green, illustrated by Nadja Sarell and Srimalie Bassani

Sourcebooks • On Sale: Oct 1/18 • 8.50 x 10.75 • 32 pages
9781492668923 • $17.99 • cl • Juvenile Fiction / Holidays & Festivals / Christmas • I Saw Santa

It's summertime and Santa is on vacation, exploring all that your hometown has to offer! Despite his intention to go unnoticed, Santa is hiding in plain sight amongst your favorite landmarks - and the local children have started to notice! Find out what happens when more and more children start to spot Santa!

This Christmas regional series combines a fun and festive story with search-and-find artwork that will have children looking for Santa amongst their state's most iconic sights (...)

**A Precious Moments Christmas**
Two Classic Holiday Carols
by Precious Moments

Sourcebooks • On Sale: Oct 1/18 • 8 x 8 • 32 pages
9781492658566 • $13.99 • cl • Juvenile Fiction / Religious / Christian / Holidays & Celebrations

The Precious Moments characters are paired with two of the world's most treasured Christmas carols, "O Little Town of Bethlehem" and "Away in a Manger." The beautiful illustrations and classic lyrics come together to create a precious book that families can read aloud or even sing together each Christmas for a new holiday treat (...)

**Miracle on 34th Street**
A Storybook Edition of the Christmas Classic
by Valentine Davies Estate

Sourcebooks • On Sale: Oct 1/18 • 8.75 x 10.75 • 40 pages
9781492669869 • $24.99 • cl • Juvenile Fiction / Holidays & Festivals / Christmas

For a little girl named Susan, Christmas could be any other day. She doesn't believe in Santa Claus or magic or miracles of any kind. Then one day she meets Kris Kringle. As she doubtfully tells him the gifts she most wishes for, deep down Susan finds herself hoping that just maybe, he is the real thing. Based on the original holiday classic, Miracle on 34th Street is a heartwarming story about generosity, imagination, and the spirit of Christmas (...)

**Sourcebooks Fall 2018**
**All Things Bright and Beautiful**
by Precious Moments and Cecil Alexander

Sourcebooks • On Sale: Sep 1/18 • 8 x 8 • 32 pages
9781492658542 • $13.99 • cl • Juvenile Fiction / Religious / Christian / Animals

All things bright and beautiful,
All creatures great and small,
All things wise and wonderful:
The Lord God made them all.

Appreciate God’s gift of nature with Precious Moments and Cecil Frances Alexander’s classic hymn All Things Bright and Beautiful (…)

**Lorraine**
The Girl who Sang the Storm Away
by Ketch Secor, illustrated by Higgins Bond

Sourcebooks • On Sale: Oct 2/18 • 9.50 x 10.50 • 32 pages
9781492616924 • $24.99 • cl • Juvenile Fiction / Family / Multigenerational

Old Crow Medicine Show founder and Grammy award-winning musician Ketch Secor teams up with Ashley Bryan Award-winning illustrator Higgins Bond to create this sweeping, epic Americana story about the power of music and family.

Who needs a whistle or some shiny thing when you’ve got a voice and a song that can sing!

Lorraine and her Pa Paw spend their days celebrating life (…)

**How to Track a Pterodactyl**
by Will Dare, illustrated by Mariano Epelbaum

Sourcebooks • On Sale: Sep 1/18 • 5.75 x 7.75 • 128 pages
9781492668091 • $8.50 • pb • Juvenile Fiction / Readers / Chapter Books • Dino Riders

Welcome to The Lost Plains!
A wild west frontier where dinosaurs never went extinct.

Josh Sanders wants to be the next great dinosaur cowboy! Ropin’ raptors and ridin’ buckin’ brontosaurus just like his hero Terrordactyl Bill.

Too bad he’s stuck working on his family’s Iguanodon ranch, riding his ancient dino, Plodder. The closest Josh has ever been to a T-Rex is reading about them (…)

**How to Scare a Stegosaurus**
by Will Dare, illustrated by Mariano Epelbaum

Sourcebooks • On Sale: Nov 1/18 • 5.75 x 7.75 • 128 pages
9781492668121 • $8.50 • pb • Juvenile Fiction / Animals / Dinosaurs & Prehistoric • Dino Riders

Josh is dismayed to discover that crooked businessman Malachi Wilks is building a railroad straight through Trihorn settlement! With the sheriff out of town, it seems like nothing can stand in the way of Wilks’ railroad and his pack of stegosaurus workers.

With his friends, Josh organizes the most epic, dino-filled showdown at high noon that the Lost Plains ever saw (…)
Misfits
by Jen Calonita
Sourcebooks • On Sale: Oct 2/18 • 5.50 x 7.50 • 256 pages
9781492651284 • $23.99 • cl • Juvenile Fiction / Fairy Tales & Folklore / Adaptations • Royal Academy Rebels

A brand new series from Jen Calonita, set in the world of Fairy Tale Reform School! Not everyone born royal is meant to rule!

In the magical fairytale kingdom of Enchantasia, becoming a legendary Prince or Princess doesn’t happen overnight. Enter Royal Academy, the training ground for the fairytale leaders of tomorrow!

But reluctant-future-princess and new-student Devin has some reservations about RA,

Secrets and Scones
by Laurel Remington
Sourcebooks • On Sale: Nov 1/18 • 5.5 x 8.25 • 256 pages
9781492669647 • $10.99 • pb • Juvenile Fiction / Cooking & Food • Secret Recipe Book

A new series that is perfect for fans of The Cupcake Club! Can Scarlett discover the secret ingredient to happiness?

Scarlett’s mom is a successful mommy-blogger - featuring the embarrassing details of 12-year-old Scarlett’s life for all to read.

Lonely and unhappy, Scarlett’s chance to change things when she finds a handwritten book of recipes with a cryptic inscription: “may you find the secret ingredient.” So she forms (…)

After Zero
by Christina Collins
Sourcebooks • On Sale: Sep 4/18 • 5.50 x 8.25 • 256 pages
9781492655329 • $23.99 • cl • Juvenile Fiction / Social Issues / Depression & Mental Illness

Powerful and poetic.” -John David Anderson, author of Posted and Ms. Bixby’s Last Day

Elise carries a notebook full of tallies, each page marking a day spent at her new public school, each stroke of her pencil marking a word spoken. A word that can’t be taken back. Five tally marks isn’t so bad. Two is pretty good. But zero? Zero is perfect. Zero means no wrong answers called out in class, no secrets accidentally spilled, no conversations to agonize (…)

Elsie Mae Has Something to Say
by Nancy J. Cavanaugh
Sourcebooks • On Sale: Sep 1/18 • 5.50 x 8.25 • 320 pages
9781492668183 • $10.99 • pb • Juvenile Fiction / Historical / US / 20Th Century

Elsie Mae is ready to take a stand.

When you have six older siblings, it’s pretty hard to stand out. But that’s not going to stop Elsie Mae from trying. So when she finds out that her community’s beloved Okefenokee Swamp is being threatened by a shipping company, Elsie Mae writes a letter to President Roosevelt. She’s pretty confident it will save the swamp and make her a hometown hero. Then, Elsie Mae gets word of some hog bandits stealing (…)

Sourcebooks Fall 2018
A Little Princess Finds Her Voice
by Holly Webb
Sourcebooks • On Sale: Oct 1/18 • 5.50 x 7.50 • 240 pages
9781492639121 • $10.99 • pb • Juvenile Fiction / Girls & Women

It's 1913, nine years after Sara Crewe escaped Miss Minchin's orphanage, and Lottie, the smallest girl from the original story, is still there. Sara returns occasionally to provide some guidance, and Lottie can't help but be fascinated by her stories of the suffrage movement spreading through London.

Soon Lottie finds herself sneaking out of the orphanage to attend a demonstration, in defiance of her cold, distant father. A father who is keeping secrets (...)

Shadow Weaver
by MarcyKate Connolly
Sourcebooks • On Sale: Dec 1/18 • 5.50 x 8 • 320 pages
9781492667988 • $10.99 • pb • Juvenile Fiction / Science Fiction, Fantasy, Magic • Shadow Weaver

Fans of Serafina and the Black Cloak and The Night Gardener will devour Shadow Weaver, the first in a dark middle-grade fantasy duology that's filled with shadows, danger, magic, and has the feel of a new classic.

Emmeline's gift of controlling shadows has isolated her from the rest of the world, but she's grown to be content, hidden away in her mansion with Dar, her own shadow, as her only company.

Protected
by Claire Zorn
Sourcebooks • On Sale: Sep 1/18 • 5.50 x 8.25 • 288 pages
9781492660910 • $15.50 • pb • YA Fic / Family / Siblings

An inspiring and achingly honest story of a girl with the courage to endure, hope, and even heal in the face of unimaginable tragedy, perfect for fans of Sarah Dessen's Just Listen.

When Hannah's sister dies in a car crash, she has to face some harsh truths:
1. Katie will always be fifteen, which means Hannah will become the older sister.
2. Hannah's life has somehow become easier after Katie's (...)

As You Wish
by Chelsea Sedoti
Sourcebooks • On Sale: Dec 1/18 • 5.5 x 8.25 • 432 pages
9781492668060 • $15.50 • pb • YA Fic / Magical Realism

Eldon is guaranteed to have one wish come true, but how is he supposed to choose one? Now in paperback!

Madison is a small town in the Mojave desert. It’s perfect for protecting the town’s secret. Because in Madison, everyone can make one wish on their eighteenth birthday—and that wish always comes true.

Most of Eldon’s classmates have had their wishes picked out for months. But he’s seen how (...)
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Dare to Fall
by Estelle Maskame
Sourcebooks • On Sale: Dec 1/18 • 5.5 x 8.25 • 352 pages
9781492670315 • $15.50 • pb • YA Fic / Romance / Contemporary

A new swoon-worthy, high-stakes romance from the author of the internationally bestselling Did I Mention I Love You? trilogy

Recovering from a family tragedy, MacKenzie Rivers has seen firsthand the impact death can have. So when her crush, Jaden, unexpectedly loses his parents, MacKenzie decides to step back. Then MacKenzie and Jaden come face-to-face for the first time in months. MacKenzie has missed Jaden more than anything - but can she dare to fall for the one (...)

What They Don't Know
by Nicole Maggi
Sourcebooks • On Sale: Oct 2/18 • 5.50 x 8.25 • 368 pages
9781492672654 • $15.50 • pb • YA Fic / Social Themes / Pregnancy

Mellie has always abided by the rules of her ultra-conservative family. But when she is raped by someone she trusts, she has no one to turn to. So she keeps silent. And when she discovers she is pregnant, she is faced with a life-altering choice.

Liese is a young champion for women's rights, and when she notices Mellie acting strangely, she gets caught up in a whirlwind trying to save her...while trying to keep her own secret (...)

After the Fire
by Will Hill
Sourcebooks • On Sale: Oct 1/18 • 5.50 x 8.25 • 464 pages
9781492669791 • $24.99 • cl • YA Fic / Thrillers & Suspense

A teenager's world comes to an end in a devastating confrontation between the cult she grew up in and the forces of the US government - inspired by the Waco siege of 1993

Father John controls everything inside The Fence. And Father John likes rules. Especially about never talking to Outsiders. Because Father John knows the truth. He knows what is right, and what is wrong. He knows what is coming.

Moonbeam is starting to doubt, though. She's starting to see (...)

What You Hide
by Natalie D. Richards
Sourcebooks • On Sale: Dec 1/18 • 5.50 x 8.25 • 320 pages
9781492657187 • $15.50 • pb • YA Fic / Thrillers & Suspense

Spencer volunteers at the library. Sure, it's community service, but he likes his work. Especially if it means getting to see Mallory.

Mallory spends a lot of the time keeping her head down. When you're sixteen and homeless, nothing matters more than being anonymous. But she can't seem to withstand Spencer's charm.

Then sinister things start happening at the library. Mysterious symbols and terrifying warnings begin to appear, and management (...
How to Feel Awesome Every Day
by Elly Awesome
Sourcebooks • On Sale: Sep 1/18 • 7 x 8 • 192 pages
9781492670087 • $23.00 • pb • YA NonFic / Activity Books

Turn daily challenges into awesome experiences that will cure your boredom and brighten your day. Jam-packed with journal pages, advice, DIYs, recipes, and all sorts of rad activities - How To Feel Awesome Every Day is your one-stop guide to good times.

We are all awesome in our own ways but sometimes we need a little pep talk and some inspiration. This book is the perfect nudge for readers of all ages! It's a boredom buster, a stress reliever (…)

How to Buy a Diamond
Insider Secrets for Getting Your Money's Worth
by Fred Cuellar
Sourcebooks • On Sale: Nov 6/18 • 6 x 9 • 368 pages
9781492667339 • $24.99 • pb • Antiques & Collectibles / Jewelry

Buying a diamond can be one of the most important and intimidating purchases you will ever make. Whether you're getting engaged or buying for an anniversary, investment, or "just because," How to Buy a Diamond will take the pressure and uncertainty out of getting the best diamond for your money. Newly revised and updated, this is a simple-to-use insider's guide to buying the right diamond at the right price. This valuable resource provides the information you need to understand how to purchase the right stone (…)

Elizabeth Warren
Her Fight. Her Work. Her Life.
by Antonia Felix
Sourcebooks • On Sale: Aug 28/18 • 6 x 9 • 400 pages
9781492665281 • $36.99 • cl • Biography / Political

Elizabeth Warren's rise as one of America's most powerful women is a stirring lesson in persistence. From her fierce support of the middle class to her unapologetic response to political bullies, Warren is known as a passionate yet plain-speaking champion of equity and fairness. In the wake of one fellow senator's effort to silence her in 2016, three words became a rallying cry across the country:

Nevertheless, she persisted

Simple Truths of Service
Inspired by Johnny the Bagger
by Ken Blanchard and Barbara Glanz
Sourcebooks • On Sale: Nov 1/18 • 5 x 7 • 128 pages
9781492675457 • $24.99 • cl • Business & Econ / Motivational

Your competitive edge in today's business environment is all about the power of loyalty. So if you want to succeed, it's time to think outside the box of traditional customer service.

The Simple Truths of Service is an inspiring true story about Johnny, a very special young man whose creative choices will spark the way your company approaches their clients. By putting his own personal mark on each customer interaction, Johnny makes it clear that the bottom line of service (…)

Sourcebooks Fall 2018
Leadership Secrets of Santa Claus
How to Get Big Things Done in YOUR "Workshop"... All Year Long
by Eric Harvey
Sourcebooks • On Sale: Oct 1/18 • 5 x 7 • 128 pages
9781492675419 • $24.99 • cl • Bus & Econ / Leadership

One of the most powerful and entertaining business books available today, The Leadership Secrets of Santa Claus is a clever and compelling resource for leaders at all levels. Need a role model for effective leadership? Try Santa Claus! Imagine the endless challenges that running his operation poses. There's juggling employees, equipment, facilities, resources, production, letter reading, scheduling, the BIG delivery, keeping everyone jolly- and the list goes on. It's mind boggling! How does he do it all? What are his secrets to success? You'll find the answers within the pages of (…)

Keep It Simple
Unclutter Your Mind to Uncomplicate Your Life
by Joe Calloway
Sourcebooks • On Sale: Nov 1/18 • 5 x 7 • 128 pages
9781492675471 • $24.99 • cl • Bus & Econ / Development / General

A Forbes Best Business Book of 2016

We live in a world that becomes more complex everyday, and cluttered processes and complications are the enemies of control in your life and your business. But with simplification and focus as your pillars, Keep It Simple teaches you how to take charge of your goals and your life.

By gaining clarity on what is truly most important you can streamline your life (…)

The 5 Essential Principles of Think and Grow Rich
The Practical Steps to Transforming Your Desires Into Riches
by Napoleon Hill Foundation
Sourcebooks • On Sale: Aug 1/18 • 5 x 7 • 128 pages
9781492656906 • $23.99 • cl • Bus & Econ / Personal Success

Drawn from the modern-day classic, Think and Grow Rich - this new edition dives deeper into the 5 core secrets that have shown the greatest success. With these 5 lessons, you have the power to change your life and set you upon the path of learning and self-development. Originally published in 1937, Napoleon Hill draws on stories from Andrew Carnegie, Thomas Edison, Henry Ford, and more than 500 other men of great wealth to demonstrate his moneymaking philosophies. With simple and practical techniques, Hill teaches that great and lasting (…)

The 2019 Baby Names Almanac
by Emily Larson
Sourcebooks • On Sale: Dec 1/18 • 5 x 7 • 400 pages
9781492669067 • $18.99 • pb • Family & Relationships / Baby Names

Every parent's essential guide to the best baby name trends, lists, and forecasts of the year!

The ninth edition of a highly successful annual baby name book, the 2019 Baby Names Almanac is overflowing with the hottest baby name trends, lists, and forecasts. Updated to reflect the most popular names available, the 2019 Baby Names Almanac is jam-packed with all the best and latest baby-naming information so parents can stay on top of the trends and browse through (…)

Raincoast Books
WWW.RAINCOAST.COM
1-2-3 Magia
Disciplina efectiva para ninos de 2 a 12
by Thomas Phelan
Sourcebooks • On Sale: Oct 1/18 • 6 x 9 • 288 pages
9781492671428 • $22.99 • pb • Family & Relationships / Conflict Resolution

Translated from the 6th edition of 1-2-3 Magic, 1-2-3 Magia brings Dr. Thomas W. Phelan’s complete parenting program to Spanish-speaking families for the first time. Dr. Phelan compiles two decades of research and experience into an easy-to-use program designed for parents striving to connect more deeply with their children and help them develop into healthy, capable teenagers and adults.

For years, millions of parents from all over the world have used the award-winning 1-2-3 Magic program.

Getting Real about Getting Older
Conversations about Aging Better
by Linda Stroh and Karen Brees
Sourcebooks • On Sale: Nov 1/18 • 5.50 x 8.25 • 304 pages
9781492666981 • $22.99 • pb • Self-Help / Aging

Getting older has a profound impact on every facet of our lives: our physical bodies, our sense of well-being, and our worldview. It can even challenge our core beliefs about who we are and our value as human beings. In Getting Real about Getting Older, authors Linda K. Stroh and Karen K. Brees focus on the real-life stories, concerns, and advice of people in their sixties and beyond.

212 The Extra Degree
Extraordinary Results Begin with One Small Change
by Sam Parker and Mac Anderson
Sourcebooks • On Sale: Oct 1/18 • 5 x 7 • 128 pages
9781492675433 • $24.99 • cl • Self-Help / Personal Growth / Success

212°C The Extra Degree is a must-have in every personal and business library. A Simple Truths #1 bestseller, the concept is simple: At 211°C, water is hot. At 212°C, it boils. And with boiling water comes steam. And steam can power a locomotive. The one extra degree makes the difference.

This analogy reflects the ultimate definition of excellence. The one extra degree of effort, in business and life, can separate the good from the great. The 212°C concept is visceral (…)

The Undercover Edge
Find Your Hidden Strengths, Learn to Adapt, and Build the Confidence to Win Life’s Game
by Derrick Levasseur
Sourcebooks • On Sale: Oct 1/18 • 5.5 x 8.25 • 304 pages
9781492667629 • $24.99 • pb • Self-Help / Communication & Social Skills

The definitive guide to using undercover police tactics for a more successful life, from a former Big Brother champion. Now in paperback!

In a televised social experiment before millions of viewers, police sergeant Derrick Levasseur demonstrated that techniques used by undercover detectives could help people achieve their goals in everyday social situations. The result: he walked away with more than
**Sold on a Monday**
A Novel
by Kristina McMorris
Sourcebooks • On Sale: Aug 28/18 • 5.50 x 8.25 • 352 pages
9781492663997 • $22.99 • pb • Fiction / Historical

From New York Times bestselling author Kristina McMorris comes another unforgettable novel inspired by a stunning piece of history.

**2 CHILDREN FOR SALE**
The scrawled sign, peddling young siblings on a farmhouse porch, captures the desperation sweeping the country in 1931. It's an era of breadlines, bank runs, and impossible choices.

**Carnegie's Maid**
A Novel
by Marie Benedict
Sourcebooks • On Sale: Oct 2/18 • 5.50 x 8.25 • 320 pages
9781492662709 • $22.99 • pb • Fiction / Historical

In the industrial 1860s at the dawn of the Carnegie empire, Irish immigrant Clara Kelley finds herself in desperate circumstances. Looking for a way out, she seeks employment as a lady's maid in the home of the prominent businessman Andrew Carnegie. Soon, the bond between Clara and her employer deepens into love. But when Clara goes missing, Carnegie's search for her unearths secrets and revelations that lay the foundation for his lasting legacy. With arresting insight and stunning heart, Carnegie's Maid tells the story of one lost woman who may (...)

**Behold, Here's Poison**
by Georgette Heyer
Sourcebooks • On Sale: Sep 1/18 • 5 x 7 • 384 pages
9781492669524 • $21.50 • pb • Fiction / Mystery & Detective / Traditional British • Country House Mysteries

Meet the Matthews - before the next one dies

It's no ordinary morning at the Poplars - the master is found dead in his bed. When an autopsy reveals a sinister poison, it's up to the quietly resourceful Hannasyde to catch the murderer before he or she strikes again. But every single member of the quarrelsome family has a motive, and none, of course, has an alibi. Heyer uses her brilliant characterizations to concoct a baffling crime and the intricacies of life (...)

**No Wind of Blame**
by Georgette Heyer
Sourcebooks • On Sale: Oct 1/18 • 5 x 7 • 368 pages
9781492669555 • $21.50 • pb • Fiction / Mystery & Detective / Traditional British • Country House Mysteries

The superlatively analytical Inspector Hemingway is confronted by a murder that seems impossible-no one was near the murder weapon at the time the shot was fired. Everyone on the scene seems to have a motive, not to mention the wherewithal to commit murder, and alibis that simply don't hold up. The inspector is sorely tried by a wide variety of suspects, including the neglected widow, the neighbor who's in love with her, her resentful daughter, and a patently phony Russian prince preying on the widow's emotional vulnerability and social (...)

Sourcebooks Fall 2018
Die Me a River
by Denise Swanson
Sourcebooks • On Sale: Sep 4/18 • 4.19 x 6.88 • 352 pages
9781492648352 • $11.50 • mass market strippable • Fiction / Mystery & Detective / Cozy
Welcome Back to Scumble River

In Scumble River, Skye investigates a suspicious death at the local bowling alley. And with a murderer on the loose, there's no time to spare...

Skye Denison-Boyd and her husband, Wally, are meeting with their priest to finalize the arrangements for their twins' baptism when a loud blast rocks the rectory. Seconds later, they discover that there has been an explosion at the town bowling alley. Although the bowling alley was closed at the time, there's a dead (...)

The Night in Question
A Novel
by Nic Joseph
Sourcebooks • On Sale: Oct 1/18 • 5.50 x 8.25 • 336 pages
9781492668008 • $22.99 • pb • Fiction / Suspense

When a rideshare passenger is implicated in a murder, the driver must decide if she will keep quiet or risk becoming his next victim

When her husband's medical bills become overwhelming, Paula starts a side job as an Uber driver. One night, she picks up a quiet stranger and drops him off at a suburban Chicago address. When she later recognizes him as the musician husband of a famous actress— an actress who is obviously not the woman she saw (...)

The Fallen Architect
A Novel
by Charles Belfoure
Sourcebooks • On Sale: Oct 9/18 • 6 x 9 • 336 pages
9781492662716 • $36.99 • cl • Fiction / Thrillers / Historical

In this smart, riveting new novel from the New York Times bestselling author of The Paris Architect, a man in disgrace finds that revenge is the only road he can take

Architect Douglas Layton has lost everything. One of his beautiful music halls fell to pieces during a packed performance, killing dozens. Layton knows the flaw was not in his design; someone else must have caused the dreadful catastrophe. But with no proof and a hoard of furious Londoners screaming (...)

The Fallen Architect
A Novel
by Charles Belfoure
Sourcebooks • On Sale: Oct 9/18 • 6 x 9 • 336 pages
9781492678984 • $24.99 • pb • Fiction / Thrillers / Historical

In this smart, riveting new novel from the New York Times bestselling author of The Paris Architect, a man in disgrace finds that revenge is the only road he can take

Architect Douglas Layton has lost everything. One of his beautiful music halls fell to pieces during a packed performance, killing dozens. Layton knows the flaw was not in his design; someone else must have caused the dreadful catastrophe. But with no proof and a hoard of furious Londoners screaming (...)

Sourcebooks Fall 2018
**Take a Risk on Him**  
by Kianna Alexander  
Sourcebooks • On Sale: Oct 2/18 • 4.19 x 6.88 • 352 pages  
9781492670735 • $11.50 • mass market strippable • Fiction / African American / Romance •  
Southern Gentlemen

**CONTEMPORARY ROMANCE**  
Bryan James’ job as an executive for his family’s company is on thin ice-unless he can secure a major contract with a popular design house. He knows his best friend's younger sister can help…but her terms and conditions are more than he bargained for. When Alexis’ Dever's publicist tells retail buyers that Alexis’ fashion line landed her a wealthy, gorgeous fiance, Alexis needs to come up with a fake fiance in a hurry. So when Bryan (…)

**Come Back to Me**  
by Sharon Sala  
Sourcebooks • On Sale: Sep 4/18 • 4.19 x 6.88 • 352 pages  
9781492663508 • $11.50 • mass market strippable • Fiction / Romance / Contemporary •  
Blessings, Georgia

After a crime pitted their families against each other, high school sweethearts Phoebe Ritter and Aidan Payne were forced to say a tearful goodbye. Phoebe stayed behind in Blessings, Georgia, while Aidan and his father left town for good.

Twenty years later, after the death of his grandfather, Aidan comes home to Blessings-only to discover he has a nineteen-year-old son. Aidan is hurt, but thrilled to meet Lee. And as Aidan and Phoebe spend more time together (…)

**One More Moment**  
by Samantha Chase  
Sourcebooks • On Sale: Sep 4/18 • 4.19 x 6.88 • 352 pages  
9781492616467 • $11.50 • mass market strippable • Fiction / Romance / Contemporary •  
Shaughnessy Brothers: Band on the Run

Utter rockstar perfection. I dare you to stop reading until the end."—#1 New York Times Bestselling Author RACHEL VAN DYKEN

Julian Grayson is taking a break  
◆ from his cheating (…)

**Just this Once**  
by Mira Lyn Kelly  
Sourcebooks • On Sale: Oct 2/18 • 4.19 x 6.88 • 352 pages  
9781492670759 • $12.99 • mass market strippable • Fiction / Romance / Contemporary •  
Wedding Date

**CONTEMPORARY ROMANCE**  
As heir to the Wyse chain of luxury hotels, Sean Wyse III knows there's a time and place for everything. So when he sees his independent best friend, Molly Brandt, with a free-loading roommate, he knows he has to step in. He kicks out the roommate…and moves himself in. Spending nights with Sean one wall away would be a lot easier if Molly hadn’t been hiding a huge crush on him since they were kids (…)

---

**Sourcebooks Fall 2018**
Wild On My Mind  
by Laurel Kerr  
Sourcebooks • On Sale: Oct 2/18 • 4.19 x 6.88 • 384 pages  
9781492670858 • $11.50 • mass market strippable • Fiction / Romance / Contemporary •
Where the Wild Hearts Are

First in a sweet and cuddly contemporary romance series, featuring cute zoo animals and the couples they bring together

CONTEMPORARY ROMANCE
When Katie Underwood discovers a litter of abandoned mountain lion cubs, the last person she expects the zoo to send over is her former crush…and high school bully. And the worst part? He doesn’t even remember her. As soon as they rescue the cougars, Katie plans to permanently part ways with the infuriatingly (…)

Exclusive / A Touch of Heaven  
by Samantha Chase  
Sourcebooks • On Sale: Nov 6/18 • 4.19 x 6.88 • 448 pages  
9781492622680 • $11.50 • mass market strippable • Fiction / Romance / Contemporary

An exciting duo from New York Times and USA Today best selling author Samantha Chase featuring second chances and believing in love.

EXCLUSIVE
When reclusive bestselling author Jonathan Wade decides to reveal his identity to the world through an interview, journalist Taylor Scott is thrilled to get the story of her career. But she is shocked to discover that Jonathan's assistant is Mike Greene - an old flame from years ago. The two start focusing less (…)

My Forever Home  
by Debbie Burns  
Sourcebooks • On Sale: Dec 4/18 • 4.19 x 6.88 • 352 pages  
9781492650898 • $11.50 • mass market strippable • Fiction / Romance / Contemporary •
Rescue Me

CONTEMPORARY ROMANCE

Mason Redding's fast-paced pro-baseball world is turned upside down in a traumatic car crash. Now he's ready to put his partying ways behind him and return to the sport he loves. In a chance off-season meeting with charming Tess Grasso, who left veterinary school and now works at the shelter, Mason enjoys connecting with a woman in a way he hasn't since before becoming famous. When Tess offers to help him catch the elusive stray (…)

The Decoy Date  
by Mira Lyn Kelly  
Sourcebooks • On Sale: Dec 4/18 • 4.19 x 6.88 • 352 pages  
9781492630821 • $11.50 • mass market strippable • Fiction / Romance / Contemporary •
Wedding Date

A fake relationship turns all too real in this sizzling contemporary romance by USA Today Bestselling author Mira Lyn Kelly

CONTEMPORARY ROMANCE

Bar owner Brody O'Donnel doesn't pursue unavailable women, but he's tired of watching Gwen Danes pine for the guy she grew up with. Convinced the guy will come around with a little bit of jealousy, Brody proposes a (…)

Raincoast Books  
www.raincoast.com
**Frederica**  
by Georgette Heyer  
Sourcebooks • On Sale: Sep 4/18 • 5.5 x 8.25 • 432 pages  
9781492677642 • $22.99 • pb • Fiction / Romance / Regency

(...)  

**Arabella**  
by Georgette Heyer  
Sourcebooks • On Sale: Sep 4/18 • 5.5 x 8.25 • 304 pages  
9781492677635 • $22.99 • pb • Fiction / Romance / Regency

Arabella Tallant, the daughter of a modest country clergyman, is on her way to London to be launched into the Season by her godmother. Her carriage breaks down outside the hunting lodge of the wealthy Mr. Robert Beaumaris. Overhearing her host's suspicions that she staged the breakdown in order to meet him, Arabella pretends to be an heiress, a pretense that deeply amuses the jaded Beau. To counter her white lie, Beaumaris plays a practical joke, launching her into high society and thereby subjecting her to all kinds of fortune (...)

**The Grand Sophy**  
by Georgette Heyer  
Sourcebooks • On Sale: Sep 4/18 • 5.5 x 8.25 • 368 pages  
9781492677628 • $22.99 • pb • Fiction / Romance / Regency

When Lady Ombersley agrees to take in her young niece Sophy while her brother travels to Brazil, she's not at all imagining The Grand Sophy, who sweeps in with a magnificent equipage, a monkey in a red jacket, a very independent turn of mind, and a determination to rearrange the lives of everyone she encounters.  

It doesn't take long for Sophy to see that her cousin Charles's despotic tendencies are being aggravated by his grim fiancée, that her cousin Cecelia's (...)

**Earl to the Rescue**  
by Jane Ashford  
Sourcebooks • On Sale: Dec 4/18 • 4.19 x 6.88 • 352 pages  
9781492674320 • $11.50 • mass market strippable • Fiction / Romance / Regency

Gwendeline Gregory's family home is being auctioned off for payment of her parents' large debts when the dazzling Lord Merryn arrives to offer her a modest house and income. He claims that a group of her parents' friends have gotten together to provide for her. Gwendeline finds herself swept off to Town and introduced to society. She also tries to discover who the elusive "friends" of her parents are. Gwendeline and some friends chance upon (...)

---

**Raincoast Books**  
www.raincoast.com
Cowboy Charm School
by Margaret Brownley
Sourcebooks • On Sale: Sep 4/18 • 4.19 x 6.88 • 384 pages
9781492658344 • $11.50 • mass market strippable • Fiction / Romance / Western • Haywire Brides

A great story by a wonderful author." -DEBBIE MACOMBER, #1 New York Times Bestselling Author, for Left at the Altar

When Texas Ranger Brett Tucker accidentally derails a wedding, he's determined to bring the estranged couple back together but he never dreamed he'd start falling for the bride!

Texas Ranger Brett Tucker hates to break up a wedding, but the (...)

Cowboy SEAL Christmas
by Nicole Helm
Sourcebooks • On Sale: Sep 4/18 • 4.19 x 6.88 • 320 pages
9781492641599 • $11.50 • mass market strippable • Fiction / Romance / Western • Navy SEAL Cowboys

Nicole Helm writes my favorite cowboys." -New York Times Bestselling Author MAISEY YATES

Three former Navy SEALs Injured in the line of duty Desperate for a new beginning Searching for a place to call their own.

Do or Die Cowboy
by June Faver
Sourcebooks • On Sale: Sep 4/18 • 4.19 x 6.88 • 352 pages
9781492667667 • $11.50 • mass market strippable • Fiction / Romance / Western • Dark Horse Cowboys

Putting it all on the line for love Cowboy musician Tyler Garrett has a once-in-a-lifetime chance to put aside his rough-and-tumble rancher's lifestyle and realize his dream. He's on the road to Dallas to record a demo when that dream gets kicked sideways by a beautiful woman on the run.

Leah Benson will do whatever it takes to keep her daughter safe. But when her dangerous past catches up with (...)

Mistletoe in Texas
by Kari Lynn Dell
Sourcebooks • On Sale: Oct 2/18 • 4.19 x 6.88 • 448 pages
9781492658146 • $11.50 • mass market strippable • Fiction / Romance / Western • Texas Rodeo

Dell takes you on a fun, wild ride!" -B.J. DANIELS, New York Times Bestselling Author

He's always been the black sheep: the troublemaker. But this Christmas, the prodigal cowboy returns.

Rodeo bullfighter Hank Brookman was headed straight for the top. But after a single misstep resulted in devastating injury, he disappeared under a mountain of regrets. Now he's back, ready to face the loved ones (...)
Cowboy Christmas Jubilee
by Dylann Crush
Sourcebooks • On Sale: Nov 6/18 • 4.19 x 6.88 • 352 pages
9781492662648 • $11.50 • mass market strippable • Fiction / Romance / Western • Holiday, Texas

Spend this Christmas in Holiday, Texas - the most celebratory town in the South!

CHRISTMAS CONTEMPORARY COWBOY

When Jinx Jacob's motorcycle breaks down outside Holiday, Texas, the last thing she wants is to stay in the cheery little town, especially during Christmas. Still, she snags a job at The Rambling Rose-and does her best to keep that unnervingly attractive cop (...)

Someone Like You
by Leigh Greenwood
Sourcebooks • On Sale: Dec 4/18 • 4.19 x 6.88 • 416 pages
9781492648826 • $11.50 • mass market strippable • Fiction / Romance / Western • Night Riders

Only she can heal his battered heart

When Rafe Jerry was ordered off his family's California ranch, he swore never to return. Instead, he ran away to war, where the harsh realities of battle transformed him into a crack soldier-and an unexpected betrayal made him a man to be feared.

Now the war has ended and Rafe is left with two goals: track down the man who betrayed his (...)

You Had Me at Cowboy
by Jennie Marts
Sourcebooks • On Sale: Dec 4/18 • 4.19 x 6.88 • 352 pages
9781492655725 • $11.50 • mass market strippable • Fiction / Romance / Western • Cowboys of Creedence

USA Today bestselling author Jennie Marts delivers small town fun, romance, hockey, and cute country boys

CONTEMPORARY COWBOY ROMANCE

Colorado rancher Mason James is sick and tired of dealing with the countless women who have used him to get closer to his famous hockey-player brother, Rock. It's easier to stay single than put himself through that deception again. Until he meets Tessa; she seems perfect, and has never even heard of Rock, or so (...)

Wolf Rising
by Paige Tyler
Sourcebooks • On Sale: Nov 6/18 • 4.19 x 6.88 • 384 pages
9781492670537 • $11.50 • mass market strippable • Fiction / Romance / Suspense • SWAT

PARANORMAL ROMANTIC SUSPENSE

Werewolf SWAT Office Jayden Brooks has yet to meet The One-but when he rescues teacher Selena Rosa from a hostage situation at her high school, he knows he's in trouble. Her scent is irresistible.

There's a reason for that powerful scent and it isn't an expensive perfume. Thanks to the traumatizing events at the school, the werewolf gene flipped on and Selena's going through the change. Even scarier, she's on track (...)

Raincoast Books
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Dream Embrace
by Abbie Roads
Sourcebooks • On Sale: Nov 6/18 • 4.19 x 6.88 • 352 pages
9781492655879 • $11.50 • mass market strippable • Fiction / Romance / Paranormal • Fatal Dreams

ROMANTIC SUSPENSE

Thomas Brown can't see color. It's what he can see that troubles him. Thomas' strange ability to see people's souls through touch and commune with the dead has landed him a job as a consultant for the Ohio Bureau of Criminal Investigation to deliver justice to the families of the wronged. If only he could find justice for himself...

After ten years in prison for a crime she (...)

Maverick
by Cheryl Brooks
Sourcebooks • On Sale: Sep 4/18 • 4.19 x 6.88 • 384 pages
9781492661603 • $11.50 • mass market strippable • Fiction / Romance / Science Fiction • Cat Star Legacy

Zetithians are back. And they're hotter than ever

Having the Zetithian feline gene gives Larry Tshevnoe-umouwz-several attributes of a god. He is awesome beauty, fearsome strength, sensuality and sexual prowess unmatched by any other males in the universe. It can make the quest for true love complicated.

Enter childhood friend and fellow Zetithian Althea Banadansk. Her empathic powers make her the only one who can show Larry what he truly desires, and she'll do anything to help even if that (...)

Between a Highlander and a Hard Place
by Mary Wine
Sourcebooks • On Sale: Nov 6/18 • 4.19 x 6.88 • 352 pages
9781492655541 • $11.50 • mass market strippable • Fiction / Romance / Historical / Scottish • Highland Weddings

SCOTTISH HISTORICAL ROMANCE

Feisty Englishwoman Athena Trappes thought she was in love - until she learned the Baron's scheme to marry a noblewoman and keep her as a mistress. Out of options, Athena disguises herself as a boy and leaves London, aiming to be in the Scottish Highlands for May Day, the annual celebration of love and fertility.

Highland Laird Symon Grant is struck by Athena from the moment he catches (...)

Rocky Mountain Cowboy Christmas
by Katie Ruggle
Sourcebooks • On Sale: Oct 2/18 • 4.19 x 6.88 • 416 pages
9781492658665 • $11.50 • mass market strippable • Fiction / Romance / Holiday • Rocky Mountain Cowboys

Vivid and charming." -CHARLAINE HARRIS, #1 New York Times Bestselling Author

In the heart of the Rockies
In the arms of a cowboy
One white Christmas can change everything.

When firefighter and single dad Steve Springfield moved his four kids to a Colorado Christmas tree ranch, he intended for it (...
A Billionaire Wolf for Christmas
by Terry Spear

Sourcebooks • On Sale: Oct 2/18 • 4.19 x 6.88 • 416 pages
9781492655848 • $11.50 • mass market strippable • Fic / Romance / Paranormal / Shifters
• Billionaire Wolf

PARANORMAL ROMANCE

Billionaire wolf shifter Dr. Aidan Denali has been working day and night to find a cure for the wolves’ sudden decline in lifespan. But the Christmas season is here, so Aidan heads to the mall for some shopping - where he meets a remarkable she-wolf who could help him get one step closer to the cure...

Dr. Holly Gray can't believe she's finally met the wolf who's been (...)

More than a Phoenix
by Ashlyn Chase

Sourcebooks • On Sale: Oct 2/18 • 4.19 x 6.88 • 302 pages
9781492645528 • $11.50 • mass market strippable • Fic / Romance / Paranormal / Shifters
• Phoenix Brothers

Sometimes love is easy. Sometimes it's a mess!

PARANORMAL ROMANCE

Firefighter and phoenix shifter Noah Fierro and Dr. Kizzy Samuels should be a perfect match, but something keeps getting in the way. Noah thinks it's her disapproving father. If only he could make gold in his alchemy lab without blowing himself up, he might win the old man over.